Position Vacancy Announcement – Secondary Science or Science and Math Teacher

Join our instructional team as secondary science or secondary science and math teacher in the Camas County School located in Fairfield, Idaho. (Stipend available if endorsed in both fields.)

The Community
Fairfield (http://www.fairfieldidaho.net), the only town in Camas County, sits on a high elevation prairie surrounded by mountains and abundant outdoor recreation year-round. Just an hour away from world-famous Sun Valley and 90 minutes from Boise, we have access to so much, yet enjoy calling this pristine area home.

The School
The Camas County School, home of the Mushers, is a K-12 school with 135 students. With all students in one building, it helps create the feeling of family among students and staff. Given this team/family culture and our low student-to-staff ratio, students of the Camas County School consistently perform above state averages in English Language Arts and Math.

The Position
As part of our team, you will be inspiring, challenging and training young people to think critically, creatively and competently about the natural world around them as you teach high school sciences (and possibly math as well, if endorsed in both). Specifically, you’ll be teaching Physical Science, Biology and Chemistry in addition to several electives you help select. Given our local natural resources, opportunities abound for creative science instruction.

The Requirements
1. Must hold or be eligible to obtain a valid Idaho Secondary Teaching Certificate
2. Natural Science Endorsement preferred
3. Math endorsement desired as well. Stipend available if endorsed in both fields.

Application Procedure
2. Cover letter
3. Resume
4. Complete set of transcripts (copies are sufficient for application)
5. Documentation of required certificate and preferred endorsement

Questions? If you have any questions, please contact either Wendy Strickler (Clerk) at wstrickler@d121.k12.id.us or Jeff Rast (Principal) at jfrast@d121.k12.id.us. Both can be through the school phone at 208-764-2472.